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Using a range ‘deductive’ mapping techniques  
1. Inverted (opposites) mapping (A v B = X)


2. Inferred mapping (A v B v C = X, Y)


3. “New term” - inferred inversions


4. 

NOTES:


* Like traditional research, work back from the present, one generation at a time


* Knowledge of inheritance principles presumed


* Knowledge of chromosome cmapping at DNA Painter also presumed


* Visual phasing is an example of inferred mapping

Walking back the segments



Principles - inverted mapping

1. Parent/Child (when both 
have tested)


2. Child and Uncle/Aunt


3. Child and Evil Twin (when 
one parent has tested)


4. Siblings - step 1.  No 
parent tested.


Relationships where segments can be deduced 
as ‘opposite’ - one of two options



Example 1 - inverted mapping

When segments can be deduced as 
‘opposite’: 

• Parent/Child (when one parent has 
tested, eg mother) 


• ANY match that matches BOTH the 
mother and child in a specific 
segment area on a specific 
chromosome is mapped for the 
CHILD as maternal


• THEREFORE, any match on the 
SAME specific segment area on the 
SAME specific chromosome  for 
the CHILD who does NOT match 
the mother must be from the 
opposing chromosome in the ‘pair’ 
and can be mapped as paternal



Example 2 - inverted mapping
When segments can be deduced as 
‘opposite’: 

• Child/Uncle or Aunt (when the 
parent has not tested - eg sibling of 
mother) 


• Matches that match BOTH the child 
and the maternal aunt/uncle on a 
specific segment area on a specific 
chromosome can be mapped to the 
appropriate grandparent - in this 
example MGM


• THEREFORE, any match on the 
SAME specific segment area on the 
SAME specific chromosome for the 
CHILD must be from the opposing 
grandparent, in this example MGF

                                            

Siblings get a 
different mix, but 

from the same  
GF/GM base

If the match is on 
the maternal 

grandmothers side

MGF MGM



Example 3 - inverted mapping

When segments can be 
deduced as ‘opposite’: 

• Phased Paternal/Maternal 
Kits and Evil Twin

Evil Twin kits are created at GEDmatch, using phased data from Parent/Child DNA kits

Phasing at GEDmatch

creates 2 kits

Phased 
Paternal Kit

Phased 
Maternal Kit

• Both the parent and child 
need to have done a DNA 
test


• Evil Twin kits can be 
created using one or both 
parents DNA kits



Example 3 - inverted mapping
When segments can be deduced as 
‘opposite’: 

• Phased Maternal Kit and Evil Twin 

• If the mother matches a maternal cousin 
(eg from MGM side) and also matches the 
CHILD (Maternal Phased Kit) both the 
segments for the mother and child can be 
mapped as maternal


• If the mother matches a maternal cousin 
who does not match the CHILD (Maternal 
Phased Kit) but matches the EVIL TWIN 
only the mother can be mapped as 
maternal


• BUT, any match on the SAME specific 
segment area on the SAME specific 
chromosome must be from the opposing 
chromosome in the ‘pair’ so the CHILD can 
be mapped to the opposing grandparent, 
in this case, the maternal grandfather

                                            

Possibility 
#1

Evil Twin kits are created at GEDmatch, using phased data from Parent/Child DNA kits

Evil Twin
Possibility 

#2

  

  

MGMMGF



Example 4 - inverted mapping
When segments can be deduced as 
‘opposite’: 

• Siblings - Part 1 (when the parent has not 
tested) 


• Each sibling inherits one full chromosome 
from each parent but it can be a mix of 4 
grandparents


• If siblings match each other they share a 
side - but it could have been inherited from 
the either father or the mother, but will be 
the same grandparent  (A ‘one to one’ at 
GEDmatch is required to determine this)


•   

• THEREFORE, the only initial inverted 
mapping that can be done is to identify 
these as ‘Side 1’.  


• Other matches are needed to deduce the 
side/grandparent for mapping

                                            

Siblings get a 
different mix, but 

from the same  
GF/GM base

Siblings can be slightly more complicated, this is step 1

None One side Both sides


